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Comments

Do you remember RSS?
Would you like a free Subscription to the   Libreyana 'Cast?

1 Alternative formats include .txt, .odt, and .pdf.
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Musical Selections 2

Intro
 ...featuring an excerpt of "Apex Chappelle" from Route 9 by Uncle Milk | CC BY 4.0

 also featuring an excerpt of "Radiologie" from Explorations Sonores   by   Antoine Guiry | CC BY-SA 3.0

 also featuring excerpts of the No Agenda Show with Adam Curry, Marie Harf, & Barack Obama | CC BY-SA 3.0

1. "Untitled #1 in A"
 by Alex   O'Brien
 CC BY 4.0

2. "Erotismo en la Playa"
 by Distimia
 CC BY 3.0

3. "El Bubblino"
 by 20lb   Sounds
 CC BY-SA 3.0

4. "Classic"
 by Shad   & Scratch Bastid (Co-produced by Jazzy Jeff)
 CC BY-SA 3.0

5. "Circle Round"
 by Spinning   Clocks
 CC BY 4.0
 ...with excerpts of
 "Cocaine Bank"
 by nathaxn   walker
 CC BY-SA 3.0
 and "Apex Chappelle"
 by Uncle   Milk
 CC BY 4.0
 and "The Day When the Moon Killed the Sun"
 by #2   Orchestra ft. Darkened Escape
 CC BY-SA 3.0

2 Most selections are slightly altered, modified, and/or mixed with other selections. Many tracks are voiced over. 
My intent is to compose in the spirit of my inspirations: the diverse variety of terrestrial and Internet radio 
programming I grew up listening to and continue to consume (more "podcasts" these days, thank heavens). There
are certain disc-jockey and pre-produced radio "treatments" we, as a society, have grown accustomed to hearing. 
These include cross-fades, fade-ins, fade-outs, auto-ducks (as Audacity and I call them), voice-overs, stingers 
and bumpers that may bleed slightly into primary content, etc. These minor manipulations (and major 
manipulations too, for my money) do very little to detract from the significance of the content they effect. 
Personally, my mind has only been pried farther open upon exposure to this flavor of signal transmission artistry.
I intend to help to push some corner of that envelope. The last thing I intend to do is obscure the authorship of 
the skilled industrialists whose work I feature, or infringe upon their due credit. If you need details on any of 
these modifications, feel free to ask me at ao@amateurzen.us.
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http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/
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http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
http://amateurzen.us/
http://amateurzen.us/
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/
http://curry.com/
http://noagendashow.com/
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/
https://www.jamendo.com/en/list/a139065/explorations-sonores
https://www.jamendo.com/en/list/a139065/explorations-sonores
https://www.jamendo.com/en/list/a139065/explorations-sonores
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
https://soundcloud.com/unclemilk
http://freemusicarchive.org/music/Uncle_Milk/Route_9


6. "Unless You're Down"
 by Mike   Allen
 CC BY-SA 3.0

7. "Couléléiko"
 by Löhstana   David
 CC BY 3.0

8. "Arrythmia / a lost battalion of conversationalists
 jumping down the stoops off fire escapes off Empire State
 out of the moon into vacant Ohio factories"
 by The   Fucked Up Beat
 CC BY-SA 3.0
 ...with excerpts from No   Agenda Episode 697
 by Adam   Curry & John   C. Dvorak
 CC BY-SA 3.0
 and "Jimmy Carter"
 by 20lb   Sounds
 CC BY-SA 3.0

9. "Skibidupab"
 by Potta
 CC BY-SA 3.0

10. "Eat it with a Fork"
 from Route   9 by Uncle   Milk
 CC BY 4.0

11. "Granted"
 by Spiedkiks
 CC BY-SA 3.0 DE

Outro
 ...featuring "Advertising, Whatever" from the No   Agenda Show | CC BY-SA 3.0
 and "Pay Up, Pricks" by John C. Dvorak | CC BY-SA 3.0
 and "One for Brownie" from A   lil Somethin' Somethin'   by   The Good Lawdz | CC BY-SA 3.0
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http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/
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http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/
http://www.jamendo.com/en/artist/437571
http://www.jamendo.com/en/artist/437571


Details
Libreyana is produced in the State of Jefferson,
and lives on the web at http://amateurzen.us.

Airtimes:
Sundays at 6 PM PST on RynoTheBearded's #OO   Stream. 3

and Thursdays at 10 PM PST on KFUG   Community Radio.
Whoop 'em with the constitution! And also
with a Subscription to the   Libreyana 'Cast.

You can reach the proprietor of this program using
a contact form or via email at: ao@amateurzen.us
Public PGP Key available on my   About   page.

The music you hear is free to copy, modify, and distribute.
Tracks are individually licensed and hyper-links are provided
to human-readable summaries of those licenses.
If you do use this work, the artists ask that you mention (credit) them by name (CC BY).
Most of them also ask that you Share Alike (CC BY-SA).
These conditions (which are very easy to satisfy) can be waived by the artist(s) aka author(s) aka 
creator(s) aka owner(s) of the work for any purpose. Contact the respective creator(s) if you'd like to use 
their work, but need further and/or more specific permissions. Most of 'em answer their own email.

I rant, ramble, read texts, credit tracks, and arrange these
musical selections into a package containing notes and (sometimes) cover art;
that work is ©2015 Alex O'Brien, but (hopefully) effectively
dedicated to the public domain under the terms of CC™ Zero.
I do appreciate attribution (to Alex O'Brien and/or Amateur Zen).
If you have any interest in doing anything with Libreyana,
or if you are already doing so, I'd love to hear from you.

Most of the musical selections were originally found at
Jamendo, Bandcamp, and The Internet Archive.

Some of the clips of the No   Agenda Show that you hear here
may be available at https://archive.org/details/lrhq-jingles.

Audio codecs (Ogg, Opus, FLAC) provided by the Xiph.org Foundation: http://xiph.org/
Audio editing done in Audacity: http://audacity.sourceforge.net/
Audio encoding done by dir2ogg: http://jak-linux.org/projects/dir2ogg/
and opusenc from opus-tools: http://www.opus-codec.org
Notes iterated by Pandoc: http://johnmacfarlane.net/pandoc/
ls and cd are also integral to the production of this program.

3 Ryno's own #OO   Show is also well worth a try!
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